Mom and Baby are at the park. They sit on the grass.

Mom says, “I have bubbles!”

She takes out the bubble stick.

“Pop pop pop!” says Baby.

Mom dips the stick in the bottle. She puts the stick by Baby’s mouth. She says, “Blow the bubbles, Baby.”

Baby makes an O with his lips. Baby blows the bubbles. There are lots and lots of bubbles.

Pop. Pop. Pop. Pop.
Name: ___________________

Bubble Baby
by Katie Clark

1. Where are Mom and Baby?
   a. in the backyard  b. by the pool
   c. at the park       d. inside the house

2. Who blows the bubbles?
   a. Mom
   b. Dad
   c. Baby
   d. Mom and Baby

4. Baby says, “Bub bub bub!” What is Baby trying to say?
   __________________________________________

5. How do you know Baby likes the bubbles?
   __________________________________________
Draw lines to match the words from the story with their meanings.

1. baby  a. to make air come out of your mouth
2. blow  b. soap balls with air inside that can float
3. bubbles c. a person less than one year old
4. grass  d. jar that holds bubbles
5. bottle e. short, green plants
Bubble Baby
by Katie Clark

In the story, “Bubble Baby,” Mom and Baby have a fun time blowing bubbles in the park.

Tell what things you like to do at the park.
1. Where are Mom and Baby?  
   a. in the backyard  
   b. by the pool  
   c. at the park  
   d. inside the house  

2. Who blows the bubbles?  
   a. Mom  
   b. Dad  
   c. Baby  
   d. Mom and Baby  

3. Why does Mom dip the stick in the bottle?  
   a. She wants to get bubbles on the stick.  
   b. She does not want Baby to spill the bubbles.  
   c. She wants to put the bubbles away.  

4. Baby says, "Bub bub bub!" What is Baby trying to say?  
   He is trying to say, "Bubbles."  

5. How do you know Baby likes the bubbles?  
   Baby laughs when Mom blows the bubbles.
Draw lines to match the words from the story with their meanings.

1. baby
   a. to make air come out of your mouth

2. blow
   b. soap balls with air inside that can float

3. bubbles
   c. a person less than one year old

4. grass
   d. jar that holds bubbles

5. bottle
   e. short, green plants

Preview
Please log in to download the printable version of this worksheet.